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1

Rule 7.
Changed the disposition of entrance and
separation examination X-rays of applicants for
U. S. service academies to destroy after 1 year vice
file with diagnostic X-rays unless forwarded to one
of the service academies.
Reason is that we should
destroy these X-rays along with other service
academy applicant physical examination records at.
examining facilities, per.Table 1.60-2, Rule 6.2
.•
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Rule 8.
Added, to dispose of X-rays made for rou
tine physical examination directly related to posi
tion held after 5 years.
We believe that destroy
ing these X-rays using the same disposition as for
diagnostic X-rays (Rule 10) is sufficient.

3

Delete, since this r ference rule for dis- NN-170-3
Rule 9.
posing of periodic flight and other physical exam
ination X-rays is no longer necessary.

4

Added, to dispose of X-rays made
Rules 9 and 9.1.
as a result of an occupational illness/accident/
injury, due to an exposure incident on the job, or
as a result of a healtp monitoring program.
For
Rule 9 X-rays that fit in the medical health
record, we will file them in appropriate military,
non-military, or civilian medical health folder.
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For Rule 9. 1 X-rays that do not fit in the medical
health record, we will retain them at base level
and destroy them 50 years after end of military
service/employment.
5

Rule 10.
Changed the description of diagnostic
X-rays by expanding the exceptions to its 5 year
disposition to include added Rules 8-9. 1 above.

6

Rule 11.
Changed the disposition of X-rays of
unusual interest or those selected for teaching
purposes by adding exceptions to its 5 year dispo
sition, stating to refile Rules 9 and 9. 1 X-rays
in appropriate medical folder or holding area.

7

Rule 14.
Delete, since this rule stating to retair
occupational health examination (OHE) X-rays in
medical file pending disposition approval is no
longer necessary.
We will dispose of these OHE
X-rays per Rules 9 and 9. 1.

8

Rule 14.
Added, to dispose of mammograms after 10
years.
The Radiological Consultant to the Surgeon
General of the Air Force recommended this
disposition.

9

Note 2.
Made only minor grammar changes for dispo-NN-170-33
sition of X-rays subject to deterioration in over
seas medical facilities.

lC

Note 3.
Added, to state that the medical facility
retains oversized X-rays it produces that do not
fit in the medical health record/employee medical
folder, and why.

1

Note 4.
Added, to tell medical facility to remove
,
mammograms before sending medical health records tc ,
NPRC, and retain them until scheduled for
destruction.
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7 entrance

X-rays of applicants for at the
and separa U. S. service academies
examining
tion exam made at the time of
center
ination
qualifying examinations
X-ray film

8 X-ray

X-rays made for routine
physical examination
directly related to
position held, such as
regularly recurring phy
sicals or examinations
as part of the condi
tions for continued
service/employment

9

X-rays made as a result
of an occupational ill
ness/acc dent/injury;
due to an exposure inci
dent on the job, or as a
result of a health
monitoring program

* films,
including
ultrasound,
computed
tomography,
and nuclear
medicine
films

*

9

.1
*

10

*X-rays made in connect
ion with diagnosis and
treatment of patients at
medical facilities, in
cluding U. S. coast Guard
personnel and dependents
(except those covered in
rules 8-9.1 above, table
162-1 and AFR 168-4)

-o

then
•destroy
after 1 year.

destroy/sal
vage after 5
years
(note 2).

for X-rays
that fit
in the
medical
health
record/
employee
medical
folder

file in
appropriate
military,
non-military,
or civilian
medical
health
folder.

for X-rays
that do
not fit in
the medi
cal health
record/
employee
medical
folder

retain at
base level,
destroy 50
years after
end of mili
tary service/
employment
(note 3).
destroy/sal
vage after 5
years
(note 2).
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11

X-rays of unusual
interest or those
selected for teaching
purposes

*destroy/sal
vage after 5
years, or
when of no
further val
ue, whichever
is later
(Exception:
refile rules
9 and 9. 1
X-rays in
appropriate
medical
folder or
holding
area).

14
*

mammograms

destroy after
10 years
(note 4).

NOTES:
2. *In overseas medical facilities where adequate storage
space is not available and in areas where climatic conditions
cause X-ray film to deteriorate before expiration of the retention
period, earlier disposition is authorized.
In such cases, request
specific disposition instructions from SAF/AADAQD.
*3.
The medical facility retains oversized X-rays it produces
that do not fit within the border of medical health record/
The National Personnel Record$ Center
employee medical folder.
(NPRC) only accepts X-rays that fit within the 8 1/2 x,11 standard
medical record.
*4.
The medical facility that forwards the medical health records
to NPRC will remove the mammograms and retain them until scheduled
for destruction.

